
The Einhell rotary hammer TE-RH 950 5F combines 5 functions: Drilling or hammer drilling and chiselling with/without fixing and screws. The 1st gear

offers high torque, while the 2nd gear provides high-speed propulsion. Pneumatic impact mechanism ensures excellent propulsion The position switch

can be used to select all functions. Large softgrip surfaces and continuous running lock ensure pleasant work. The closed handle design protects the

palms of the hands. The rotary hammer has a robust SDS-Plus tool holder, a continuously adjustable drill depth stop made of solid metal and an

additional drill chuck for screws and drilling. Comes in an E-Box transport and storage case.

Rotary Hammer

TE-RH 950 5F
Item No.: 4257978

Ident No.: 21023

Bar Code: 4006825663372

Features & Benefits
5 functions: Drilling/impact drilling/chiseling with/without lock-

2-speed gearing: High torque in 1st gear, high speed in 2nd gear-

One position switch for all functions-

Large soft grip surfaces on main handle-

Continuous operation lock: comfortable & user-friendly working-

Pneumatic impact mechanism for very good forward traction-

With rugged SDS-plus chuck with auto-slip-in function-

Speed electronics for material and application suitable working-

Infinitely adjustable drilling depth stop made of solid metal-

Additional drill chuck for screwdriving and drilling-

Supplied in transport and storage case E-Box-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 950 W

- Idle speed 0-1200 min^-1

- Idle speed (gear 2) 0-2600 min^-1

- Impact rate 0-4500 min^-1

- Impact power 3 J

- Tool holder SDS-plus

- Drilling capacity in concrete 28 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 3.61 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 5.64 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 417 x 113 x 356 mm

- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 24 kg

- Dimensions export carton 375 x 480 x 430 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 1368 | 2928 | 3412
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Available as special accessories

SDS-Plus Bohrer-Set 12tg
Bohrhammer-Zubehör
Item No.: 49240281
Bar Code: 4009312402812
Einhell Accessory

SDS-Plus Bohr-Meissel-Set 12tg
Bohrhammer-Zubehör
Item No.: 49240295
Bar Code: 4009312402959
Einhell Accessory
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